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Treasure Bundles:
A2

Flitch’s
Hideout

A4

A5
(payment)

A5
(scroll)

A6

A6

B2
(crates)

B2
(crates)

B2
(encounter)

Lost Treasure Bundles in Area C:

Treasure table:
Level
1
2
3
4

Treasure Bundle Value
1.4 gp
2.2 gp
3.8 gp
6.4 gp

Time Tracking:
Hour 1

Hour 2

Hour 3

Hour 4

Hour 5

Hour 6

Hour 7

Hour 8

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Secret Rolls Required
Society, Warfare Lore, Thassilon Lore, Diplomacy, Underworld Lore, Accounting Lore, Legal Lore, Perception (sense
motive), Deception, Academia Lore, Library Lore
Obstacles:

□ A2 Flitch: Inspected forged travel papers – remove one social obstacle if checked
□ A3 Receptionist: Add +1 to DC to disable an obstacle in area C: Obstacle name: _____________________
Obstacle Successes (need successes = number of PCs per each):
Are we there yet?
Blech!
Unwanted Exposure

Whoooosh!

Your papers, please

Rules Quick Reference:
Aquatic Combat:








You’re flat-footed unless you have a swim Speed.
You gain resistance 5 to acid and fire.
You take a –2 circumstance penalty to melee slashing or bludgeoning attacks that pass through water.
Ranged attacks that deal bludgeoning or slashing damage automatically miss if the attacker or target is
underwater, and piercing ranged attacks made by an underwater creature or against an underwater
target have their range increments halved.
You can’t cast fire spells or use actions with the fire trait underwater.
At the GM’s discretion, some ground-based actions might not work underwater or while floating.

Drowning & Suffocation:
You can hold your breath for a number of rounds equal to 5 + your Constitution modifier. Reduce your
remaining air by 1 round at the end of each of your turns, or by 2 if you attacked or cast any spells that turn.
You also lose 1 round worth of air each time you are critically hit or critically fail a save against a damaging
effect. If you speak (including casting spells with verbal components or activating items with command
components) you lose all remaining air.
When you run out of air, you fall unconscious and start suffocating. You can’t recover from being unconscious
and must attempt a DC 20 Fortitude save at the end of each of your turns. On a failure, you take 1d10 damage,
and on a critical failure, you die. On each check after the first, the DC increases by 5 and the damage by 1d10;
these increases are cumulative. Once your access to air is restored, you stop suffocating and are no longer
unconscious (unless you’re at 0 Hit Points).
Maps:





Flip-Mat: Warehouse
Flip-Mat: Ship
Map Pack: Docks
Custom City Map (in the PDF)

Minis:






Stone giant
Male Arcanist (Barralbus)
3 (5 for high tier) assassins (hungry blade recruits/apprentices)
3 reefclaw
2 great white sharks

Optional:



2x2 rafts
2x3 rafts
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